Meeting called to order at 10:45am

I. James Keesling gives the charge to the Committee.

II. Gail Fanucci is elected Chair. Deborah Amberson is appointed secretary.

III. Minutes from April 21st, 2012 are approved.

IV. Discussion Items

Sustainability Studies-Request to add two course options to major/minor: Approve

Astronomy-Request to change name of “Astronomy B.S.” to “Astrophysics B.S.”: Approve

Women’s Studies-New Health Disparities in Society Minor: Recycle

Psychology-Request to remove STA3024 from critical tracking: Approve

V. Resubmitted UCC1s

ANT3xxx Global Health Cultures: Conditional Approval

VI. UCC1s carried from last meeting

CHM6xxx Chemical Biology: Recycle

CHM6490 Chemical Biology and Biochemistry Seminar: Recycle

AFA4xxx The Politics of Black Hair: Recycle

AFA5xxx Special Topics: Table

AFA4xxx Blacks in Florida: Recycle

VII. UCC2s carried from last meeting

BSC4936 Critical Thinking in the Life Sciences: Approve

VIII. New UCC1 Submissions
ENC5319 Scholarly Writing for Publication: Table
CLA3xxx Classics and Science Fiction: Approve

IX. New UCC2 Submissions

ITW3101 Introduction to Italian Literature 2: Approve